
Jo switched to the westward Blue Line while Leonard headed north along that 

same route. The trains heading out of the city were far less crowded and Jo was able to 

find a seat. The views outside the window were a mess. Snow plows had kept up with 

the traffic on 290 as best they could, but even there abandoned cars pulled over to the 

side were shrouded in snow. The side streets stretching north and south often looked 

impassable, an unbroken path of white like a cross country ski trail. 

She got off at the Kedzi station. Our Lady of Sorrows Basilica was about two 

blocks away and was used as an emergency shelter in weather like this. Thanks to the 

CTA terminal on Kedzie that street at least was plowed, though the sharp wind and poor 

visibility made walking hazardous. The Family Dollar store was closed; three children 

used sheets of cardboard to slide down the piled up snow from previous plowings into 

the fresh white carpet that was the parking lot. The kids were so covered in white they 

looked like animated snowmen. Jo wondered where their parents were and why they’d 

let them out in temps like this. 

Very few pedestrians braved the streets. An old woman had gotten her shopping 

cart stuck in the snow and was cursing as she rattled it back and forth trying to free the 

wheels. The tower of her life’s belongings within the cart looked ready to topple to the 

ground. 

“Here, let me help.” Jo reached for the cart to help pull it out of the drift. 

The woman shrank from her, cowering like she expected to be struck. Her eyes 

resembled pools of dark water in her age-spotted face. Wisps of white stuck out from 

around the brown wool scarf she had wrapped around her head. 



“There, see?” Jo jerked the cart onto the sidewalk again. “Let me help you get to 

the shelter.” She pointed toward the Basilica. “It’s warm inside and they’ll have food.” 

The woman wrapped her fingers around the cart handle and pulled it away from 

Jo, almost backing it into the drift again. The fear in her face turned to suspicion and 

she spewed angry words in a language Jo didn’t recognize. Ukrainian maybe? 

Russian? Tapping one hand to forehead, chest and both shoulders, the woman spat to 

the side as if warding off a curse. 

Jo left her there, struggling to make her way on her own. Trying to help further 

might keep the woman from even attempting to get to the shelter. The only thing Jo 

could do was to mention her to someone there. They could watch for her or maybe send 

someone else to help that might provoke a less hostile response. 

 


